INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this paper is to prove the following:
THEOREM. Let G be aJinite simple group and H the centralizer of an involution z' in G. Suppose H is isomorphic to the matrix group: H*=i;i$ R' dl all entries are 2 x 2 matrices over GF (2) .
(1) anddetX=detY=l .
Then G g L, (2) .
Remark. The groups L, (2) , n > 3, were characterized by means of centralizers of their 2-central involutions in the papers of Held [7] and Suzuki [9, lo] .
Stroth in his dissertation [8] characterized the group L, (2) by the centralizer of a noncentral involution. Here, in fact, L, (2) is also characterized by its "second centralizer," the centralizer ofj, in notation of Suzuki [lo] . The proof of the Theorem is obtained in the following way. At first we determine the structure of the group N = N(Z(O,(H))), which contains an Sz-subgroup T of G. Then using the N-conjugation of involutions we investigate the normalizers of some weakly closed subgroups of T with respect to G and obtain the fusion of involutions in G. After that we show that in the centralizer 1M of a 2-central involution the subgroup O,(M) is extraspecial and M/O,(M) z L, (2) . The identification of G withL, (2) is then accomplished by using a theorem of Ademaj [l] or a theorem of Dempwolff and Wong [2] . In the entire paper G will denote a finite simple group satisfying the assumptions of our theorem. Moreover, if Sp is a set of elements of G and ,% is a subset of G such that every element of %\{I} is conjugate to some element of 9, then we shall call &' an Y-subset of G. The P'-subgroups and y-elements are defined in the same way. For the other notation see Gorenstein [5] and Suzuki [IO] .
SOME PRELIMINARY RESULTS
We consider at first the structure of H and of its E&subgroups. Identifying H with H*, the subgroup S= / \ all entries in GF (2) is an S,-subgroup of H. We introduce here the following notation: If an entrie in (2) is equal 1 and all others are 0, then we denote such an element by the corresponding letter. Thus for {z') = Z(H) we have a' = q1q4 . Denote further: Q = <a 3 42 > 43 > 6 R = <cl , ~2 P = <al , a2 , bl , b2 , Q>. 
ItisQc E,randRr Pg E2s. The following lemma deals with the structure of H. LEMMA 1. (i) O,(H) = RP is a special group of order 212, 2(0,(H)) = Q. The groups R and P are normal in H and selfcentralizing in G.
(ii) H/O,(H) E L, (2) x L,(2), the extension being splittilzg. (vi) It is
Proof. All the assertions of the lemma follow easily by matrix computation in H.
Similarly one obtains L~rvfiwt 2. We huve
In the rest of the paper we shall denote z = q3 .
THE GROUP N(Z(O,(H)))
Now we determine the structure of N(Z(O,(H)) and at the same time the structure of &-subgroups of G. Proof. Assume the contrary, i.e., S E Syl,(G). By Lemma 2 and by a theorem of Bumside, it follows that x' +J z + zzz' + z' in G. Consider the group C,(Q) = O&WV). Let t E C,(Q) b e an involution and denote with the bar the cosets modQ. We can easily show that i is conjugate in H to an element of the set {i, a2 , t&, i& , &,a,, B or t is conjugate in H to one of the elements } {a,b, , cld3}. Here in all cases ( CH(t)12 > 2s, since [aId , aIds] 2, x, v, a, , a&, ,dl, c,d,) . Hence one computes that C&V)' A Z(C&Z.J)) = <z', 2). Thus (z', z} char C,(xv). Suppose that ] C&XJ)~, > 2* and let Y be a 2-subgroup of C(m) containing C,(m) with 1 V : C&w)l = 2. Then (z', z) <3 V $ H and so {z, xz'j contains a z'-element, a contradiction. Thus I C(xer)l, = 2s and xv is not conjugate into C,(Q), which contradicts the Lemma 5.38 of Thompson Ill] . This proves the first assertion of the lemma. By Lemma 2 we have K&(S) = <a> and Z(S) = (z, 2'). Since S is not an Sssubgroup of G it follows that x' N 2%' and z' + a under G. Proof. Let T be a subgroup of G containing S with 1 T : S 1 = 2. Assume that there exists a subgroup T* with T* > T and j T* : T 1 = 2. Let T* = (T, T). Since Z(S) = ( z, z') and 1 T* : S [ = 4, we have S + T*. It follows that T = SST and S (? ST u T*. For t E Z(S n ST) we have 1 S : Cs(t)] < 2.
Hence t E Z,(S) = Q, if t2 = 1. By Lemma l(i), it is Q = D(O,(H)) ,< D(S) < S n s' and therefore Z(S) < Z(S) Z(S) < Z(S 0 ST). Since also Z(S)Z(S) < Q, it follows that S n $' = C,(Q). Therefore Q = Z(S n 9) Q T*. Since z N qa -zz'qs under H, we have 1 C!l(z') n Q 1 < 12 and so i = 1 N(Q) : H ( E {22, 23, 22 .3}. Consider A = (tit -Hz} = (z, x', q2). Proof. We shall prove this lemma in several steps. 
Thegroup C(Q) normalizes thegroups PI , PZ , P3 , RI , R, , R, and N(Q)/C(Q) = <p', p", d, rr"> acts faithfully on the set 9 as follows:
. (5) Proof. Obviously acts on this set as a subgroup of index 2 of the permutation group II = (p', p", n', w", QJ), with v = (P,R,) (P2R1)(P3R3) and p', p", r', V" as in (5) .
There are three such subgroups corresponding to the three subgroups of order 4 in the dihedral group (r', T?, v): 1) (P', P", r'r", p> 2) <P', P", r', r", r'cp) 3) (P', P", +, n">. Let 77 E V\C,(m), q2 = 1. Since CJxw)' n Z(C,(xw)) = (x, x'} char C,(m), and C&V) E Syl, (CH(xu)), it follows that 2'9 = zz', zq = z. If t E T\S, then also zft = zz', zt = 8, and so qt E H n C(x). Hereby H n C(z)/C(Q) = (x) C(Q)/C(Q). We have shown that 77 E N((z, x')) < (H, T) < N(Q). Denote with the bar the classes mod C(Q). Now, +t = sE, E E (0, l}. But t2 E S\C,(Q) = XC(Q) and thus t2 = I Hence +j = EVA and +j2 = f2 = g, which contradicts the assumption 72 = 1. Therefore it holds the remaining: (2) and consequently P,
The proposition is proved. (2), the extension being splitting.
Procf. Let us denote:
Because of Proposition 5.3 the groups Ml and M5, M, and M4 , Ma and M, of (4) 
where X is the elementwise stabilizer of the set A u {R, , R, , R3}, .?? of the set A' u {PI , P2 , Pa} and Y of the set Y. Let X, Y, Z be the inverse images of ---X, Y, Z respectively, in N(Q). We may assume for some originals p,, ', r,,', p& 7; in N(Q) of p', n', p", &', respectively, that
with the operation on A' and Y as determined above and in Proposition 5.3,  The group N(Q) h as elementary abelian &-subgroups. Therefore we can assume without loss of generality that 1 p,,' 1 = 1 pi 1 = 3, px = pe'p: and
H) n C(P,,') = (6 WTZ) n C(P,') = 1, since z/PO = q2qaz, (qlq2z)p~' = z', as one easily computes from Proposition 5. 
From Lemma l(vi) we compute for q", with q E Q, v Now we shall compute the action of No on O,(H). One obtains the following relations (; = 1, 2): Here the action of p is previously known. From (10) we have: p,,': ai -+ &q
CZ~'~' = &q'(I) = @ = b,q'(2), and so q'(l) = q' (2) . Also up'0 = b&'(l) = up' = b,p'(l) b&'(2) and thus ~'(1) = q'(2) = 1. Similarly from a~""' = &PO'" and @"P = QJ" it follows q"(l) = q"(2) = 1. Furthermore c?' = cp'* and c$""o' = cp'~a imply that ql'(l) = q1'(2) = 1. In the same way one obtains ~~'(1) = q2'(2) = 1 and we get the action of pa as stated in (12). Similarly one can prove all the other relations of (12) using different equations in N,, . Since (11) and (12) 
where I = I, .
The proposition is proved.
For T = (O,(H), v o , ro', ?T:) E Syl,(G), one computes easily that Z,(T) = <ql, a, x'). Since Z,(T) has only two z/-elements and N(T) A N(Q) = T, N((z', zz')) < N(Q), we have N(T) = T. Because of Proposition 5.3, it is R + P under G by a theorem of Burnside. This accomplishes the proof of the lemma.
In the rest of the paper we shall identify N with the matrix group N*, embedding H in the natural way in N.
THE FUSION OF INVOLUTIONS IN G
We denote N = N(Q), rro' E u, rri = w, v. = v, po' E p1 , pi z pp , S = (O,(H), v, uw), T = (S, u). At first we determine the N-classes of involutions in T. After that we shall investigate some 2-local subgroups of G and in this way we shall get the fusion of involutions in G. <Q, a2 , b2 , cl ,4 , ad2 , u, 0, w> <Q, a2 , b2 , cl ,4 , ad2 , c24 bp, v> <ql , q3 , a, , a2 , cl , c2 , 4 , d2 , u, v, w, p7 p2> <ql , q3 , q4al , a2 , cl , c2 ,4 , d2 , u, v, w> (14) <ql y q3 T q2a, , %a2 , cl y c2 ,4 , d2 , u, VW, PPZ> $ , ; T p"h' dy a, y a2 ,4 , b2 , u, 0, ws P, Pi> 4 , u, v, w, pl , p2> :!$I a2 , b2 , cl , 4 , u, v, 4 <Q, a2 , b, , cl , dl , v, uw, pIp2) <a , q3 , alb2 , a2 , cl , 4 , u, v, w, ~3) <q4 , q3 , cld2 , 4 , b, , a2 , u, v, w, PJ (q3 9 w4 , al , a2 , 4 , d2 , u, ws v, P> <q3 , w4 , a2 , alb2 , 4 , cd2 , u, 0, w> Here 1 CT(t)1 = 1 CN(t)12fot. all representatives t.
Proof, By computation.
LEMMA 7. The elementary abeliangroups P and R of order 28 and the elementary abelian group K = (Q, a2 , b, , cl , dl , v> of order 29 are wfakly closed subgroups of T with respect to G.
Proof. (1) The groups P and R are weakly closed in T with respect to G: By Lemma 5 P +c R. Also C(R) = R, C(P) = P by Lemma l(i). Suppose for example that Rg < T with g E G. Assume at first that RP 4 C,(Q). From (14) it follows that 1 R' n Q 1 < 2a. Denote with the bar the classes mod Q and J? E O,(H). (2) The group K is the only elementary abelian subgroup of T of order 2s: Let KI be another such subgroup. The group E = (u, a,, a2, ql, q4, dI , d 2, w) is extraspecial of order 2s and the factor group T/E is isomorphic to an S,-subgroup of L, (2) . Hence ( K,E/E 1 < 24 and I KI n E j > 25. But the maximal elementary abelian subgroups of E are of order 25. Therefore K,E/E = (b 2 , v, q2 , c&E/E. Let x E KI n E and ey E K,\E with e E E, y E (b2 , v, q2 , cl). We have [x, y] = zE, E E (0, l}, because [x, ey] = 1. It follows that KI n E = (a2, q1 , q3, q4, dI) = K n E = C,(K\E). Now [x, ~1 = [x, e] = 1 and so e E C,(K n E) = K n E. Thus KI = K, which proves the assertion.
LEMMA 8. The subgroup Q is not weakly closed in T with respect to G and C,(Q)\Q contains {z, z')-elements.
Proof. Suppose at first Q were strongly closed in T with respect to G. Since 52,(T) = T it follows by a theorem of Goldschmidt [4] , that Q E Syl,(G), a contradiction. Now, we prove first the following: PROPOSITION 8.1. For t N z' denote Qt = 2(0,(&(t))).
Let t' N t" -x'.
Then either Qtl = Qt* or / Qtp n Qta I < 4, Qtf n Qta contains no z'-elements and there exist subgroups Q1 , Q2 6 Q t' with QI g Q2 z E4 , QI a z-subgroup, Q2 a z'-subgroup, such that Q1 n Qt. = Q2 n Qt. = 1.
Proof. If t" E Qt, , then Qt* = Qt* , as all x'-elements in Qt, , are conjugate under N(Q,,). Thus if Qtp # Qt-, then Qt, n Qt~ contains z-elements only. The remaining assertions follow by computation using Proposition 5.2.
Suppose now that Cr(Q)\Q contains no {z, z')-elements. Then T\&(Q) must contain such elements, asQ is not strongly closed. 
t' E Z,(T,) is uniquely determined and W(T,) < IY,~(Q(T*)
). Therefore, also W&(t)) < CTl(Q(Tl)), t E Q(TJ for G-(t) < T, 9 Tl , T6 and Tl 4W5211-13 as above. By our assumption also CrI(Q( T,))\Q( TJ contains no {z, z'}-elements. But for all t E {u, dlu, c,d,u, uw} we have (qr , z} < V(C,(t)) and so (qr , x, t) < Q( Tr). Assume first t N z. Then qr N qrz N z N t and also t N qlt N zt N q,zt under (qz , q4), a contradiction. Assume t N x'. Now t N qlt N xt N qpt and z -41 -qlz. However, if a subgroup of order 8 of Q(T,) N Q contains 4 x'-elements, it must contain a z'-subgroup of order 4, which is here not the case, a contradiction.
We conclude that Cr(Q)\Q contains (z, z'}-elements. Assume now that Q is weakly closed in T with respect to G. By a result of Griin [6] the elements of C,(Q) which are conjugate under G are already conjugate under N(Q), implying that Cr(Q)\Q contains no {a, z'}-elements, a contradiction. The lemma is proved.
Next we prove the LEMMA 9. we huve N(K) > N,(K). 
Also 1 N(K)j,* 35 * 5a * 7* * 17 * 31 * 73 * 127.
Proof. The table (15) follows easily by computation. The group iV(K)/K is isomorphic to a subgroup of the automorphism group of Kg E,o , which implies the second assertion,
In the following we denote PO = K n P and R" = K IT R. PROPOSITION 10.2. We have z N a2 , z' -q4a, or z -dI , z' N qld, .
Proof. Suppose that P"\Q contains {a, a'}-elements. By Lemma 7 and Griin [6] , N(P) controls the G-fusion in P and so Q is not normal in N(P). Thus P\Q contains both z-elements and z'-elements. The N-fusion contents of P is the following: z' + 6, z -+ 9, a, -+ 36, a& -+ 96, qaa, + 108, as one can easily compute. By arithmetical reasons there remain only two possibilities: (1) x'-u&., z N a2 -q4a, or (2) a' -q4a, -a$, , x -a, . But in the first case we have IN(P):Hl =2*3*17 and so IN(P)1 =216*3s*17. By a theorem of Gaschtitz [3] , P has a complement iV1 in N(P) with ] iVr 1 = 27 * 3s * 17. Let V E Sylr,(Nr). Then either V Q Nr or I N(V) n Nr 1 = 28 .3 * 17. In any case there is an involution T E CN1( V). But now V would normalize C,(T) < P, which is impossible, since V must act fixpointfree on P. Therefore we are in the second case and x -a2 , 2' -q4a, . Similarly if Ro\Q contains {z, z'}-elements, then z -dI and z' -qIdI -cId, .
Assume now, that the assertion is not true. Then P"\Q and R'r\Q contain both no {z, x'}-elements. In view of Lemma 9 and Proposition 8.1, PORo\Q must contain z-elements and z'-elements, as PORO is maximal in K. Therefore by (15) a' has 6 + 72 conjugates in PORO. But 13 7 I N(K)1 by 10.1. Hence {v, zv, x'v} contains x'-elements. Since x' + v as 6 7 16, we have z' N xv or z' -x'v or a' -zv -z'v. This yields the following possibilities for I C&z') n K I: 6 * 37, 6 * 29 and 6 * 53, all contradicting 10.1. Thus our proposition is proved. Proof. Suppose PO 4 N(K). Then z N a2, z' -q4a, by 10.2 and we have 1 N(K) : N,(K)! = 7, / N(K)/ = 215 . 32 . 7. By Lemma 7, P is weakly closed in T with respect to G. We apply now a result of Goldschmidt [4,9. Corollary 41, using the corresponding notation. Take W = A = P. Since P is a {z, ,$)-group and because of our assumption, we have: If t is conjugate into P and t E T\P, then t is conjugate into {cId2, u, dIu, c1d2u, w, azw, alb2w, uv, VW, uw, uvw>. One yields m([P, t]) = 2 if t is conjugate into {w, uaw, aIb2w, VW> and m([P, t]) = 4 otherwise. Suppose first that 2 < r < 4. Then c,d, is not conjugate into P and so &(Q)\P contains no {z, z'}-elements. Let B g E4 be a subgroup of T conjugate into P with B n P = 1. It follows B n C,(Q) = 1. Consequently B = (u, w)(mod C,(Q)) and some involution from the set % = (u, dIu, c,d,u, uv) must be conjugate into P. But this is a contradiction, because m([P, t]) = 4, for t E %, and r < 4. Therefore r = 4 and there is a subgroup B as before with B E E,, . Now cId, is conjugate into P, since otherwise we get the same contradiction as above. By Lemma 7, Proposition 8.1 and Grtin [6] we conclude that R\Q contains z-elements and z'-elements. As in the proof of 10.2 it follows that the same is valid for R'J\Q, a contradiction. The proposition is proved. Now we can go over to prove our lemma. We note that (Cl,(a,d,) n K) = (ClN(q2a&) n K) = P"Ro, (Cl&a,) n K) = (Cl,(q,a,) n K) = PO, (Cl,(d,) n K) = (Cl,(q,d,) n K) = Ro, as can easily be seen.
Suppose at first that x, z' are not conjugate into Ro\Q. Because of 10.3 and 10.4 we have either z' -q4a2 -z'v -qz%z2d, , E E (0, I}, or z' -q4a, -xv. In both cases, one yields arithmetical contradictions and so z and z' are conjugate into Ro\Q. Similarly PO\Q contains both x-elements and z'-elements. Therefore z' -44% -qldI and z -a2 N dI . By arithmetical reasons one can easily conclude that 2' -q4a2 -q,d, -q2b,dI -zv, E E (0, 11, and Now we consider N(P) and N(R). One yields LEMMA 11. We have N(P)/P r N(R)/R GZ L,(2) x L, (2) and N(P) is isomorphic to the matrix group ((; J 1 X~J5,(2),~ W)).
It is a,b, N cId2 -z'. 
In view of Proposition 11 .I it is easy to determine the action of N(P) on P. The group N(P) acts on the set 3 = (A, B, x> as a permutation group, (pi, u) operating on 9Y asL, (2) . Denote Sx = N(A) n N(B) n N(P). Since C(P) = P and IN(P)/PI ==27.33.5*7, we have 'S,-P! ~2~.3~.5. 
since (ab( must be an z-element. Hence ST n C(A) = S, n C(B) = S, n C(X) = P and &lP = L,(2), because of order of S, . If (I E S, , q~ E U, then the element [a, ~1 acts trivially on P, thus N(P)/P = Ss/P x UP/P. However P has a complement in N(P) by Gaschtitz [3] and therefore
.
Here U, acts on P as U does, andL, acts on A, B, Xas Ss (see (19) ). The assertion of the lemma follows now immediately. Analogously
By a suitable change of notation, if necessary, we can assume without loss that N(Q) is in the natural way a subgroup of the matrix groups in (16) that S,/R z L, (2) . But now (u, a, , a2 , b, , b, , v) R/R E Syl,(S,/R). Considering the action on R we see that UR N %R or UR N %b,R under SW , But there are 26 involutions in uR\R and only 24 in a,b,R\R. Hence UR -%R. The distribution of involution classes under N in th$se sets is the following: in uR -4 u-elements, 24 d,u-elements and 36 c,dsu-elements, in a,R -4 a2-elements, 12 q4a,-elements, 12 u&-elements and 36 qsusd,-elements. Since qq, N a& and a, + ag4 + a,q& + a2 under G, it follows: u N a, , d,uq4a, and c,d,u N q&d, . From Lemma 10, Lemma 11 and from relations proved here it follows the assertion of the lemma.
THE
.%WJCTURE OF c(z) AND THE IDENTIFICATION OF G WITH L, (2) In this part we shall find out the structure of C(z) as far as necessary to apply the known characterizations of L, (2) by the centralizer of a central involution. At first we shall investigate the normalizers of two distinguished subgroups of the group E = (u, A, D, w), which is an extra special subgroup of T of order 2s. 
It is N(Ei) = EiLi , Et n Li = 1, L< z L, (2) , with i = 1,2. The SOUP Li acts faithfully on Ei and C(x) n N(E,) acts transitively on EJ(z).
Proof. The groups El and E2 are both x-groups and E\E1\Ez is a z'-set. Since El , E2 4 T and N(T) = T we have El + E, under G by a result of Burnside. Suppose, ES < T is also a z-group of order 32. By Lemma 12 we have z N a2 N dl N u N v N w, and we compute the corresponding conjugate classes under N in T\O,(H):
T n Cl,(u) = &al , a, , ql , q3), We see that [ E3 n PR 1 > 24 because T = (u, v, w) (mod PR). Since PR\P\R contains no z-elements it must be E3 n PR < P or E3 n PR < R. Now, by Proposition 11.1, we have E3 n PR E {A, B, X, C, D, Y} and 1 E3 n PR 1 = 24. If E3 contains an u-conjugate or a w-conjugate from (22), then E3 = El or E3 = E, respectively. If E3 would contain a v-conjugate, then E3 > T n Cl,(v) and therefore E3 3 a,v * dlv = %d, , a contradiction since a24 + x.
Therefore El and E, are the only z-subgroups in T of maximal order. It follows that El and E, are weakly closed in T with respect to G. Consider now N(E,). Identifying N(P) with the matrix group in (16), we see that the group
normalizes El = (A, u> and acts faithfully on A. Since N(P) n C(E,) = E, , we have BL, z BLpC(El)/C(E,) < N(EJC(E,). Thus 1 BL, 1 = 21° . 32 * 5 .7 1 I W%W(W But 4 is a weakly closed z-subgroup of T with respect to G. Therefore 1 E,# 1 = 31 I I N(E,)/C(E,)J by Griin [6] , and so also 21° * 3a * 5 * 7 * 31 I I WWC(W Since NEIYW) is isomorphic to a subgroup of L,(2) it must be W-~YC(EI) = L, (2) .
Because of order of T it follows that C(E,) = El x X1 , with 2 I X1 I.
